A LOCAL LAW

To amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to outreach to building owners regarding making energy efficiency improvements

Be it enacted by the Council as follows:

Section 1. Article 309 of chapter 3 of title 28 of the administrative code of the city of New York is amended by adding a new section 28-309.13 to read as follows:

§ 28-309.13 Outreach to building owners regarding making energy efficiency improvements. Each year, the department shall provide information regarding energy efficiency improvements to owners of buildings of all sizes, including buildings connected to gas lines. Such information shall also be posted on the department’s website. The information shall include but not be limited to making energy efficiency improvements including the use of fossil fuel alternatives, the benefits of energy efficiency improvements, compliance with the New York city energy conservation code, and compliance with other laws aimed at reducing building energy use and carbon emissions.

§ 2. This local law takes effect 180 days after it becomes law.
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